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WHAT YOU SHOULD KNOW BEFORE

SELLING OR
INVESTING IN
PINK DIAMONDS

ABOUT THIS DOCUMENT
Low investment returns post the financial crisis and the rise in value of rare pink diamonds, plus the
2020 closure of the Argyle mine, attracted financial services brokers to promote pink diamonds as an
investment. Some spend a lot on advertising which means their profit margins are big. Many claim to
offer a reselling service too, but we hear lots of stories where there is never any success; naturally a
company prefers to sell its own diamonds with out the need to declare their margins.
Buying and selling are problematic for private investors. The industry is opaque, with high margins
and slow stock turns. Avenues for reselling are poor. Diamonds I buy for stock take a year or two to
sell.
I predict selling will be the biggest issue over the next few years. Many investors and people who
have inherited pink diamond jewellery are waiting for the mine closure in the belief the prices will go
through the roof. I believe the market will be awash with people trying to cash in!
This document explains my approach to acting on your behalf as buying and/or selling agent. It is a
service most appropriate for high value buying. We also list any pink diamond or collection of pinks
we deem to be worth more than $25,000. Lessor amounts do not justify the work required to
research and source the best buys in the global market. Selling involves a listing fee, a commission
on sale plus fees for video and photography etc which we must do for the sake of consistency. We
do not however demand to hold your diamond.
This document is designed to clarify jargon, help you make decisions and help our communications.
The first part is all about pink diamonds, and toward the end I discuss our sales platform and general
selling advice.
I have no expertise in providing financial advice. Before making an investment, I research it
thoroughly and speak to my own financial advisor. You should do the same.
Even if you do not want to participate this document will give you a good understanding of:


What makes a ‘good’ pink diamond;



What is involved in buying or selling investment stones;



The necessary information you will need to make a decision;



How to obtain, as well as on-sell, an investment stone;



Our platform to sell your pink diamond;



What to look for when researching this further.

If you are buying please keep your criteria as open as possible. You will probably say you want a
round Argyle stone, but that might make me pass up some real bargains.
If you are selling we will advise you what we think is a good listing price. You can also check and see
if there are comparable diamonds to give you an idea. Going lower may mean a fsater sale; higher
will likely take more time.
Kind regards
Garry Holloway FGAA, Dip.D.T, NCJV regd Valuer 161
Contact details:
Email: holloway.garry@gmail.com
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Phone: 03 9830 5600

BROAD BUYING CRITERIA
I often receive requests for pink diamonds that specify rather narrowly what a client’s research has
indicated to be the best option – what they believe is most likely to appreciate in value. If a client
wants a 1ct D colour Flawless diamond at time of writing I can choose from 1,547 stones. If a client
wants 0.65 to 0.69ct Argyle round 3PP VS there may be 20 in the world, but none are for sale. So
please consider this check list and give me as broad a range as possible so I do not miss any forced
sales or real bargains.
Criteria

Too narrow

Better

Best

Priority

Shape
Mine

Round
Must be Argyle

Rare: round, emerald cut
Prefer Argyle

Any
Any

e.g. 3
e.g. 2

Colour
Clarity

1P or 2PP
Very Small or VVS

Fancy Intense
Eye Clean

Any
Any

e.g. 4
e.g. 1

Carat

0.90ct

0.70ct to 1ct

Any

e.g. 5

Price

Minimum: $

Maximum: $

Best

Priority

Below is a blank form you can copy, paste, and fill and email to me:
Criteria
Shape

Too narrow

Better

Minimum: $

Maximum: $

Mine
Colour
Clarity
Carat
Price

The only time a very narrow selection is valid is when you already have a pink diamond that I may be
able to match. Overpaying by 10% or 20% is reasonable if the resulting pair or suite is worth 30%
more! Pairs and sets are easy to sell!

THE 4CS OF FANCY COLOURED DIAMONDS
Coloured diamonds, or fancy coloured diamonds (FCDs), are valued differently from colourless
diamonds, although the same four grading terms apply: Carat, Clarity, Colour and Cut.
CARAT (WEIGHT)
Carat weight has a similar impact on pricing as colourless diamonds. However, top coloured pink
diamonds above one carat (1.00ct) attract a premium, reflecting their rarity in larger sizes. Fancy
yellow diamonds, which are often found in very large rough crystals, attract a smaller premium in
larger sizes.
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CLARITY
Clarity refers to the size, placement and visibility of inclusions. Consumers use terms like flaws,
which implies the diamond can break. Sadly this is more likely to be true in the case of pink
diamonds. Many people are unaware that diamonds can and do break. Argyle pink diamonds often
have large surface reaching ‘feathers’ (a polite word for cracks) reducing durability.
However, clarity has less impact on price with Fancy Coloured Diamonds than it does with colourless
diamonds.

Holloway Diamonds would refuse to set these two diamonds. Both have a very high probability of breaking during
the pressure involved in pressing claws, prongs or bezels over the stones. The cracks that reach the surface are
called ‘feathers’ on a grading report. Very often they follow the diamond’s natural cleavage planes and can be
extended right through the stone if you bump it.
In the early 2008 a Melbourne couple were suing a jeweller when they lost their expensive Argyle pink; they
claimed it was not securely set. They came to see me and asked me to be an expert witness against the jeweller.
From the dimensions on the grading report I found a slightly smaller gem of the same shape to use as a test – it
was impossible to get that smaller stone into the setting. As there was no damage to the ring or the claws the only
way for the pink diamond to get out was for it to have broken!
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Although this stone was given a grade of I1 by GIA, we
wouldn’t consider it as the brilliance would be reduced
by the inclusions.

This diamond has an I1 or Imperfect
clarity grade from Gemological Institute
of America (GIA), the most important
independent grading lab. Inclusions in
coloured diamonds can be harder to see.
Pinks very commonly have large
inclusions. In the case of this stone, it
makes the stone a bargain because the
marks are disseminated throughout the
stone and it is ‘eye-clean’ from ‘ring
viewing’ distance. The photos are taken
with my phone. We bought this stone.

Clarity Chart

The stone below in the section on Colour was graded as I1, though I think it was lucky to receive
that.
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The owner who submits a diamond can request a ‘partial cert’ from the GIA, which does not mention
the clarity grade. Buyers can take this to mean the stone has a clarity of I1 or lower. In this case the
diamond is border line I1 - I2 so the dealer opted to have the clarity grade on the report.
COLOUR
Argyle pink diamonds made such a big impact on the world of pink diamonds because they often
have such striking colour. Bubble Gum, Fairy Floss or Baby Pink are terms used for the most
desirable colours. See the diamond in the box below:

The colour in the centre is of this stone is ‘bubble gum pink’ –
the most desirable from a demand and resale point of view,
but not as expensive as a Red colour. The big difference in
colour and appearance between the central table region and
the outer crown facets is because of bad cutting. The stone has
a very shallow pavilion and an extremely steep crown angle and
would be unsaleable if it was a colourless (D to Z) diamond.
The ugly colour saturation from crown to table would stop me
from buying this diamond. We considered buying it to recut it but it would have fallen below 1.00ct weight.

COLOUR ACCURACY FROM PHOTOS
Interpreting how diamonds really look from a photo, even if the same vendor took them, is tricky.
Images from different vendors makes it impossible. In this example the first three photos may be
consistent because the same set up has been used from the same vendor (though the background
variances could mean photo shopping and the colours may not be comparable). The pear shape is
dulled by inclusions. The fourth image is less flattering but probably more realistic. It’s from a
manufacturer from whom I buy hundreds of diamonds a year, and the photos do match the stones.
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Many of my trade fair videos and photographs are made alongside a pink CZ calibration stone. This
CZ is the size of a well spread 1ct round (most diamonds measure 10% to 30% smaller than optimal)
so it serves as a colour and a size calibration measure. The images and videos can be understood
more accurately.

COLOUR GRADING: GIA VS ARGYLE
The Gemological Institute of America (GIA) is by far the largest global grading organisation and has
its own system that it applies to all fancy coloured diamonds. As Argyle Diamonds are a major
supplier of the worlds’ pink diamonds, they designed their own grading system as they felt the GIA
system had shortcomings. People often ask, and expect, that cross referencing is possible. Sadly, it is
not so, and no one believes this until they see Argyle / GIA mismatches with their own eyes, let
alone the inconsistency within each organisations grading.
Colour grading is more complex than most assume with three (not two) variables to account for:


Hue refers to the colours of the spectrum or rainbow. A diamond’s hue is its overall body
colour e.g. Pink (which is by definition pale red), Purplish Pink, or in the opposite ‘direction’
orangey Pink;



Tone is a diamond’s lightness or darkness;



Saturation the intensity of colour, the most important variable.

A fourth factor is modifying secondary colours, such as a brownish or orangey.
Argyle used PC1, PC2 and PC3 to mean increasingly darker pinkish Brown or pinkish Champagne
diamonds. The ‘ish’ refers to the modifying secondary colour. For example, in pinkish Brown or
pinkish Champagne, the pink is the modifying colour, with Brown or Champagne the predominant
colour; Brownish Pink is more attractive than pinkish Brown.
Before 2009 they used Pink Brown on a scale of 10PB to 1 PB which they later changed to a
marketers dream, of PR or Pink Rosé. But the most valuable colours, and what Argyle is most known
for, are the purplish Pinks and pure Pinks. Occasionally an Argyle pink is graded as Purple Pink or
Pink Purple, meaning the hue is half way between purple and pink. Pinkish Purple diamonds often
come from Russia and are not as highly prized, which is strange as pure Purple is very rare and
expensive!
Diamond colour graders at the GIA have a tough job of making grade calls for pinks because they are
faced with a broader range of colour hues; along with more purplish hues, many African stones have
an orangey modifier and Russian pinks tend to have too much purple. Graders evaluate each
diamond for hue, tone and saturation in controlled lighting boxes like those used to judge fabric
colours. They are not very consistent, but they do the best they can with a sadly low tech approach.
Both Argyle and GIA have crazy unpredictable variances in their grades which are evident when you
see the diamonds side by side, as shown in the example below.

These two Pink diamonds are both the same grade –
FIpP (Fancy Intense purplish Pink) according to GIA.
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In an effort to answer the many questions we receive on matching the two systems, we have taken
as much information as we can from diamonds that have been offered for sale with both Argyle and
GIA colour grades, and created two charts. One chart is for straight Pink and the other for purplish
Pink. It is possible to do the same for Purple Pink, orangey Pink and brownish Pink, but these two
charts will give you the general idea.
Some of the data came from a collector, Mr. Ji Wang. As a rule, the darker side of the charts is less
desirable than the left hand lighter side. Please do not try to use this as a grading system because it
is not that accurate – it is simply to show the very rough correlation.
Generally speaking each lab’s grade sets an underpinning benchmark price for a diamond
irrespective of whether the grade given is ‘hard’ or ‘soft’. However, my advice is to buy a diamond
that is in strong consumer demand for the cost, one that is desirable at a retail level. This would rule
out the majority of Red diamonds because they are often too dark and lacking brilliance or ‘pretty
pinkness’. Although many experts will disagree with me on this matter, my belief is that the more
potential buyers, the better the chance to resell your diamond and liquidate your investment.

HD’S BEST MATCH: ARGYLE TO GIA’S FANCY PINK GRADES

HD’S BEST MATCH: ARGYLE TO GIA’S PURPLISH PINK GRADES
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CUT
The Cut of a diamond refers to both its type or shape and its cut quality; the later affects its beauty.
Fancy coloured diamonds are most often cut into radiant or cushion shapes, as well as pear shapes,
ovals and hearts. These cuts are able to bring out and intensify the colour more than round and
emerald cuts. The latter cuts cost more as there are fewer of them produced. Also, as the actual
colour of the initial rough is usually better, there can be potential for adding value through recutting.
Colourless diamonds are valued for brilliance, contrasting sparkles and fiery flashes; these factors
diminish coloured diamond beauty! What is desirable in colourless stones is not in coloured
diamonds.
Below is an exceptional and very expensive emerald cut stone. Expect to be paying well over half a
million dollars per carat. The symbols on the report can be important. Whilst the cloud could dull the
stone, in a stone like this I expect it could ‘smooth’ the colour and make it “pink on pink” and
therefore more desirable. Coloured gems like Burmese ruby and Kashmir sapphire with fine silky
inclusions are more valuable than crystal clear stones because the body colour of the diamond
creates a more even colour. The pale purplish areas result from ray paths that are very short
because most of the light has entered the top, bounced off both sides of the bottom or pavilion, and
emerged out the top. In the deeper, darker and more saturated areas the average ray paths are
many times longer because the light is bouncing around inside the stone resulting in more
absorption. In general a more even colour is better, but it is rare to achieve this level of colour and
beauty in an emerald cut stone. Cushion, oval and radiant type cuts are more commonly used for
fancy coloured diamonds (FCD’s) because they have longer ray paths.
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Note the comment on the GIA report mentions inclusions that have not
been plotted on the diagram. Lab’s plot only the immediately apparent
‘grade makers’. The Key to Symbols – are always listed in grade making
order. If the feather was first then I would think twice about buying this
stone.

Some parts of this stone are deep red, and other parts are pale pink; this is because there are very different ray path
lengths in emerald cuts. Below I have modelled an approximation of the above stone in DiamCalc and ‘shot a ray’
through two different colour zones. The best cutters achieve longer ray paths across the entire stone, and if this
stone (above) was recut (as a radiant) it could potentially be made Red.
On the left the ray marked by the small
square in the top image, and the arrow
below, is entering the table. Of that light
most (66%) will exit via the crown facet on
the right. Because the ray path is short you
only see a pale facet zone.
The images on the right show light entering
at the blue spot (top) directly over one of the
saturated red areas. The ray bounces around
hundreds of times before all of the light can
escape – so we see a much deeper shade
because of the much longer ray path.
The dark zones making rectangular patterns
are from light that has entered and left from
the area obscured by the observer’s head or
body.
This has been modelled in the DiamCalc
software, written by my R&D partner Sergey
Sivovolenko
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SPREAD
A very important factor is the apparent “face up” size of a diamond for its weight. GIA and all lab
grading reports do not give you this information. I calculate or estimate it using DiamCalc – my Cut
software that I am the International reseller of has many uses. The number produced compares the
surface area of the diamond to an optimum round cut standard of the same weight. On the
Prospects spread sheet the spreads are listed and colour coded from Excellent to Bad. Most fancy
coloured diamonds have poor spreads; it is a key factor in the stones that I reject or the pricing I
advise to people offering a diamond for sale on our platform.

DARK ZONES
This pear shaped diamond shows a ‘bowtie’ appearance or a dark
zone resulting from my black phone being very close to the
stone. Dark Zones are caused by the lens or the camera, or by
you when you are looking at a gem, the result of light sources
being obscured. Test this by poking a small peep hole in a sheet
of white paper and looking at any diamond through the hole – all
the dark areas will disappear and the diamond can look very
washed out and bland.

These five diamonds are roughly in increasing dark zone order. The first orangey stone has very few. The oval has a
bow-tie dark zone and some smaller dark areas near the ends with the best colour concentrated in between. The
next poorly shaped oval has large unattractive dark zones with evenly distributed colour (and some dust on the
surface). The dark zones in this stone are arguably as bad as those in the next two diamonds, but the deeperdarker body colour reduces their negative impact. The radiant cut has poor symmetry because the dark zone on the
left is not repeated on the right side. I would not consider the cushion shape on the far right because the dark
zones on the pretty body colour are very distracting; they will move across the stone as it is rocked from side to
side.
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FAQs
WHAT IS THE ARGYLE PREMIUM?
The market adds a premium on diamonds from Argyle mine.
Argyle claim premiums of around 30% for comparative pink diamonds. I often see Argyle stones
listed by Australian dealers with even more excessive premiums, reinforcing the importance of
having a strong understanding and familiarity with the market.
The good news: selling in Australia could get you more money than selling overseas!
Since 2009, all pink diamonds from Argyle larger than 0.25ct are certified and laser inscribed with
their certificate number. These stones can be verified at the Argyle Pink Diamonds site. More
recently I have even seen stones below 0.10ct with Argyle origin reports. In general though smaller
and less intense Argyle pink diamonds are sold with Lot Numbers. There is no way to verify this
though.
Stones cut, polished and sold by Argyle are often repolished to improve their grade from GIA, a sad
comment on the level of skill of Argyles’ polishing team. In fact, several Deep Pinks have been recut
to achieve the coveted Red grade from GIA; however Argyle will not upgrade a repolished stones
cert, or I believe verify it is the same stone if the weight has changed, even if it still has its laser
inscription.
There are now ways to provide Argyle origin without an Argyle cert or report. A friend and associate
from Canada, Branko Deljanin has teamed up with GRS - the largest coloured gemstone
authentication lab. Below is their very first provenance report for a diamond mentioned earlier
which had no Argyle cert.
The benefit of a third party grading report will become apparent in years to come when Rio Tinto
(the owner of the Argyle mine) decide they have no interest in maintaining the online report
verification system. Expect then that crooks will forge Argyle reports and sell synthetic lab grown or
treated pink diamonds as Argyle pinks!
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WHERE DO YOU BUY FROM?
I prefer to buy at trade fairs, where the market is more competitive and the choice of stones far
more extensive. It also enables me to compare prices more readily.
The main international trade fairs are in Hong Kong and Las Vegas. I usually attend Hong Kong in
March and Las Vegas at the end of May.
HOW DO I SELL MY PINK DIAMOND?
Good question. Plenty of stores and ‘investment advisers’ will take your money, but when it comes
to selling your stone, they will sell their own stones that they get a margin on before promoting
yours.
So that is why we set this site up moving it’s focus from selling to you, to helping the many people
who will want to sell their diamonds now the mine is closing or closed.
You will see that there are stones listed for sale as well as many pink diamonds (some of those sold
stones were sold by other sellers, not by us). What we have developed is a transparent process.
WHAT ARE YOUR VIEWS ON TENDER STONES?
Every year Argyle hold sealed bid auction tenders for the year’s 50 to 60 most valuable pinks.
The stones are taken on an international “roadshow” enabling invitees to view and bid on the
stones.
The Tender does not always provide good value; bid winners often fear they have overpaid; dealers
often are still holding stones for quite a few years. Each year the trade reports the setting of new
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sales records. This year’s Tender appears again to have set a new benchmark, and there may only be
one or two more. However I will attend on your behalf if you wish. But in general I believe the tender
stones go for way too much, and with the mine closure I believe a lot of people will be expecting a
premium – but imagine if 20% of the entire nearly 30 years of production goes on the market after
the mine is shut – prices will plummet! So I suggest sell asap.
WHY INVEST IN A PINK DIAMOND?
At its simplest, they last forever, do not depreciate and require little, if any, maintenance or ongoing
costs other than, perhaps, insurance.
Although a holiday house or apartment in Paris may also appreciate, the ongoing costs and
monitoring can be extensive. Diamonds are set and wear, requiring only occasional cleaning and
checking of claws. If unset, they require only secure storage. We’re yet to come across an
investment which requires so little effort and involvement.
If the market does become awash with sellers over the next few years, there may be some great
bargains to be had if you are prepared to buy well and hang out till the selling spree is over.
WOULD YOU RECOMMEND PARCELS?
No. Not unless all the stones are perfectly matching.
Although they are easier to buy, they are invariably harder to sell. Buyers want to select individual
stones, making it harder to reprice and sell the remainder, which can take easily take years.
Parcels are of use to those buying stones as a business, rather than as an investment.
WHY SHOULD I USE YOU AS A BUYING OR SELLER BROKER?
Knowledge and experience gained from more than 40 years in the diamond industry. I am known
globally and respected in an industry which runs on trust. When negotiating, being known and
respected translates into dollars saved. I work hard to get the best deals.
There is no shortage of sellers or financial advisers offering pink diamond investment services, but
they lack the contacts and extensive knowledge required to be truly effective. Most are aligned with
local wholesalers or are partnered or associated with these vendors, adding an extra layer of
handling and costs. Some will recommend buying at auction; where both the buyer and the seller
pay high commissions.
Several Australian diamond merchants actually sell their old stock and speculative diamonds via the
big auction houses. Adding a seller’s AND a buyer’s 10% to 25% margin can compound to 25% to
60%. Buying at international trade fairs where I can sight stones, compare prices and negotiate with
vendors means we will acquire stones at the best prices.
There may be a possibility of your pink diamond benefiting from a recut. One of my R&D partners,
Mr. Janak Mistry, has received a patent for a new faceting structure that can intensify round
diamond colours by a grade or more. This can add significant value, as demonstrated in the images
on the right: a Fancy Intense stone recut to this new standard may receive a new GIA grade of Vivid,
which can go as far as doubling the value.
These are potential before and after images as modelled in our DiamCalc software at the state of the
art factory in Surat, India.
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WHY WOULD PAIRS BE OF INTEREST TO ME?
Stones that make suitable pairs or suites can be worth up to half as much more due to the demand
for earrings and other pieces of jewellery requiring matching stones.
If you ask I will look out for any potential match for any stones you have purchased. You may decide
to buy the matching stone, or I can inform the owner that you have a match and are willing to sell to
them. Alternatively, we can arrange a partnership, where one or both parties offer the pair for sale.

WHAT IS RAPNET.COM?
This is a business-to-business trading platform, and the peak listings board internationally for
diamonds. It contains more than a million diamonds at any one time, but only up to 100 high quality
pink diamonds listed at any time. Only about one third of the listings have prices displayed. If you
wish I can list your diamond here as part of our reselling services.

ALSO OF INTEREST
INVESTMENT DIAMONDS AS PART OF AN SMSF
There may be benefits to buying through a self-managed super fund (SMSF): you may be able to
offset the GST or claim it back from the ATO after selling or exporting your diamond. Any realised
capital gains are in the lowest or zero tax regime. Again, I don’t claim to have any expertise in this
area and recommend you seek independent financial advice.
Be mindful, however, that when buying a diamond in a self-managed super fund, you are not
allowed to wear it. As I understand the law, you must store the goods in a safe owned and controlled
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by an independent third party and it may need insurance coverage also. We have done some
investigation and there are appropriate places such as bank safety deposit boxes. You should seek
advice from your accountant / financial adviser to ensure you are compliant. Self-managed super
funds have special audit requirements. In some cases we will hold the diamond for you, but it is not
our preference.
BUYING OVERSEAS TO AVOID GST
Most of my suppliers are international diamond manufacturers or dealers, so if you are happy to
own diamonds overseas, then this can be arranged. I will not, however, assist in any smuggling to
avoid taxes.
One advantage to leaving a diamond overseas is that it may be made available for sale if the stone is
in a primary market, such as New York, Hong Kong, Antwerp or Mumbai. It would help if you have a
trusted family member or agent who can take the stone from safe keeping to buyer with short
notice. I may be able to facilitate such services.
GST will be charged on my commissions. A SMSF entity can usually claim back any GST.
HOW DOES BUYING WORK?
On purchases greater than US$100,000 I will buy your diamond/s on a sliding scale commission
which I will discuss in advance. You can be part of negotiations and see bank settlements and
exchange rates, but usually I will not share the vendor’s business name, I will do everything possible
to give you reassurance that all transactions are transparent.

SELLING YOUR INVESTMENT DIAMOND
As mentioned above, plenty of stores and ‘investment advisers’ will take your money, but when it
comes to selling your stone, they will sell their own stones that they get a margin on before
promoting yours.
So that is why we moved this sites focus from selling to you, to helping the many people who will
want to sell their diamonds now the mine is closing or closed.
You will see that there are stones listed for sale as well as many pink diamonds that have been sold
(some of those sold stones were sold by other sellers, not by us). What we have developed is a
transparent process.
There are several other options when it comes time to sell your stone:
Auctions
You can sell at auction. But this service does not come cheaply! A seller’s AND a buyer’s 10% to 25%
premium compounds to 25% to 60%. As we will not need to hold your diamond you can try this
avenue while still listing your diamond with us, but if you make a sale please let us know. There are a
few high market auctioneers in Melbourne and Sydney, but they charge substantial fees, to you as
the buyer as well as the seller. Most will give me a lower “trade rate” as a seller than would be
offered to a member of the public, and even though I would also benefit from being your sales
agent, there is still likely the total commission would be lower. You are of course free to sell your
diamonds without my assistance and commission.
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Online auctions like eBay and Gumtree may not be appropriate for high value goods. If you do go
down that route you can use any videos and photos we have made of your diamond. But be careful
about inviting possible thieves into your home to view valuables!
If I am to be involved then there may be some costs that I will charge you upfront, which can be
refunded if I make the sale. These costs would include the making of videos, taking of photographs,
recertification (if applicable) and, of course, shipping and insurance.
Should you choose to sell at auction, I would recommend having the stone set and sold as a piece of
jewellery, which can garner more interests and greater returns.
RapNet.com
For a small extra charge I can list your diamond/s on RapNet.com which is the first point of call for
serious trade buyers. This can be done in conjunction with listing on this site any other method of
selling and will be free of fees or costs other than photography and commission on sale. It is likely
any buyer will be overseas and it is customary for the seller to pay shipping costs. If the prospective
buyer pulls out of the sale, the stone is usually returned at the buyers expense. So there needs to be
a cooling off period negotiated as part of the sale.
An example of listings can be seen in the table below, which has been filtered for 1 to 2ct Fancy
Intense and Vivid Pink Diamonds. You should note that not all vendors list prices and that there are
very few stones available:

Overseas agent
Most countries we are likely to be trading in do not have import duties on unset gems, though
shipping diamonds to these locations will involve other costs, mostly freight and insurance. Shipped
goods above $15,000 are not covered by my business insurance, though extensions can be arranged.
Very high value goods (usually +$50k) get shipped with armoured trucks, requiring an international
courier such as Brinks. The charges are substantial and can result in you being out of pocket if a sale
falls through.

Kind regards
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Garry Holloway FGAA, Dip.D.T, NCJV regd Valuer 161
Contact details:
Email: holloway.garry@gmail.com
Phone: 03 9830 5600
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